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About This Game

Ever thought why Trains don't just drive as they want? Well, there is a good reason for that. You will need to overview the
Stations and prevent accidents.

Navigate the Trains to success. Next thing you know they go extinct because all of them crashed into each other. You are here to
save Trainmanity.
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Title: Train Manager
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Cuddle Tree
Publisher:
Cuddle Tree
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1+

Processor: i3 or greater

Memory: 250 MB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities.

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card: NA

Additional Notes: On Intel HD we achieved at low settings / 720p about 25fps.
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I used my last life by shooting myself with my own bullet on the final stage.

10/10 would rage again.. As a Christian gamer and history buff, I was delighted to finally find a game that not only treated the
Bible with respect, but also utilized a fascinating and largely overlooked period of epic history. Five is a lot of fun: there is a
good amount of variety in your enemies, weapon and armor upgrades for your champions actually make a difference in combat.
The sound track is catchy, and the storyline itself flows smoothly, filling in the gaps in the biblical historical records with
believable and well thought out fiction. Loved the unusual, but effective use of the comicbook-style cutscenes. Similarly, the
Philistine soldiers that you fight are well equiped in historically accurate manner. The cities and villages you fight in also give a
very authentic 'feel' to each mission. I only have one major complaint. After a while, the fighting gets a little repetative. The
enemies do not level up with your men, so hoards of Amalekites or Philistines become more of an annoyance than an actual
threat to your troops. The later boss fights can be the same way; early on, you fight Goliath or others that are a genuine
challenge, but the shock of battling a giant warrior is lessened when EVERY boss is 2.5 times larger than your warriors. But
other than that, I truly loved this game, and highly recommend it! Score: 8/10. I look forward to similar title from this inovative
developer!. I had a hard time getting past the unfriendly user interface and not so obvious tactics of Turba. Nor did anything in
the gameplay stand out to convince me that this is not your typical run-of-the-mill color matching game. Move along...nothing to
see here.. Crush Your Enemies is a simplistic version of Kingdom Rush. Your overall goal is to pillage. While it may sound
simple. This is where the Kingdom Rush part comes in. No, it isn't that simple. In that game you have figure out where to place
your defenses and soliders, etc. Here. It's more on the lines of chess. Only with barbarians; you need to really figure out how to
defeat your enemy before they become a bit too much for you to handle. The more time you waste. The more time the enemy
will grow in numbers.

The game does offer you to upgrade your troops and such every now and then. It will become more and more later on as you
progress. You can earn "skulls" if you complete objectives within a certain frame of either time or numbers. Be warn however,
some of the objectives will be outlandish and will require you to restart again and again if you really want that 3 skull streak just
like in Kingdom Rush.

The multiplayer mode is really the same no real diversity in gameplay. It's like Capture the Flag... You know what? This is
exactly how this game is. However instead of "Capture the flag" it's more on the lines of "Capture the village" There is no RPG
elements so forget that. And you can play as the different characters are you progress although it's more of the samething. Like I
said no real diveristy in gameplay. Just like Kingdom Rush lol

In the end while Crush Your Enemies is a fun game to play; it will get boring and stale overtime. The dialogue is hilarious but
overall the gameplay is the weakest sometimes it can get downright frustrating and with how the controls handle it can become a
real pain overall. I recommend Kingdom Rush. But I do not recommend this game.. If you like point and click adventure and vr
games, Dead secret is for you.
I really liked the puzzles in it and the story kept me hooked pretty easily.
The big weakness of that game is it's lenght, 16$ for 2 hours of gameplay is poor.
Good thing I got it in a bundle.
. This is a pretty standard browser\/mobile style game and while some of them are good this one is not. The biggest issue is how
the premium currency works. In most games like this you have Gold, Premium Currency, and "Free Premium Currency". In
other games you earn the "Free" version slow, and while it doesn't work on everything it does work on most. In this game you
earn the "Free" version slow but the worse part is you can't even spend it on anything useful. I was actually stuggling to find
anything useful at all with it. It is so bad in fact entire portions of the game are locked out unless you spend the Premium
version. In other games u can at least "get your feet wet" in all the different upgrades and paths. Unless you plan on dumping
money into it I wouldn't recommend. DO NOT PLAY THIS IF YOU DON'T PLAN ON SPENDING REAL $$$. Many other
games just like this are out there that are much more fair to f2p players.. Got this as part of the weekend sale bundle. Very
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cheap. Was interesting to see how the game evolved from version to version. The graphics got fancier and the simulation
simpler. I kind of like complex games, so I enjoyed the first one the most. Had fun poking around to see how it worked. Didn't
play for that long; but I don't expect much from an old game I paid a dollar for. A fine expense\/entertainment ratio. If, like me,
you hadn't noticed this series before and like the genre, its worth a buck.. Why are there so many male characters panting
scenes. Like.... 2 good looking dudes lie on the floor panting and crossing swords. Is that innuendo to something?

I did own 360 version of this game, but played about halfway since I was playing with my friend's console. Didn't think 10 years
later I can finally finished the game.

Okay, first it's very good Port for me, so far it crash only once from 100 hours playthrough. And partly my fault since I switch
tab like crazy to look up monster drops for synthesis. And this is very old pc. Unlike the later version of tales that some part I
need to set graphic to ultra low. This one is very smooth till the end.

The game itself is kinda grindy to get the best flavor out of it. Just like how old games used to be. You can still play in easy
mode, but that would take all the fun. The ending is kinda lacking but since they changed writer after Abyss. I didn't get my
hopes up too much anyway. Still better than other franchise as of late though. Overall I give it 8 out of 10.

1 from translators take too much liberty in translation. The nuance is wrong in many parts of characters. Like Rita for example,
there is a line between Embarrassed and Edgy. She's a tsundere you know? The choice of words often comes out wrong. And
Yuri sometime feel like a thug while the sentence in Japanese is just Joking.

Another point deduct from some glitchs like delayed voices and skit didn't come out where it should or maybe just because
some different from the 360 version? Idk.

I still recommend though, maybe get it on sale. Causes at least I can play new game+ no problem. Unlike ToZ or ToB that's I
feel there's not a lot to play again.

Side note. I played Abyss 5 times ( 2 fresh start and 3 new game+) still can't beat Prof. Nebilliam yet. If Bandai team reading
this. I don't mind 6 or 7 playthrough :). I have poured hundreds and hundres of hours into this game. I really liked it, but got a
little burned out and left for a while. When I came back, I found my server to be almost completely dead. There is no one here
who does anything with other people, its all a bunch of people running 6+ characters at once and soloing all the content. Which
is not a terrible thing. This is really the only mmo where you can realistically play solo, which I really like. However, as a new
player just starting out it makes it very difficult. No one is available to help you, you just have to figure it out on your own. I
would still recommend the game, just be sure to check out which server to start on. Some are much more active than others.

Also, as mentioned before multiclienting is allowed and even encouraged, and in my opinion is the best way to play the game as
it can take quite a long time waiting for your turn with only one character, but I have not been able to figure out how to do it off
the Steam client, which is a deal breaker for me since I have 5 characters.. Excellent game. Good game mechanics. Had fun!
I would have prefer more sophisticated graphics but it does the trick.
Very good immersion.
thx for the hard work!
:)
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i cant see anything on my screen with all these colors and bullets. Mega Frenzy !!!. Ugghhh, this is one of those times when I
really wish there was a different rating system here on steam besides just yes or no to recommendations. I think this game has
potential so I don't want to say 100% that I don't recommend it BUT... i do have a lot of issues with it.

So I guess I'll just delve right it. When you start the game I like that it gives you the option to choose between playing a male
character or a female character and it offers you some choices as to your avatar. However, I don't like that the sprite that
represents your character does not match that. I picked a somewhat Asian looking woman covered in black as my avatar but the
sprite is a White woman with blonde hair. These are problematic to me because 1 it doesn't match at all what I've chosen and 2
this doesn't feel like it really matches with the way the game is marketed.

The game is marketed as "a game of storytelling and adventure based on Arabian mythology and the tales of 1001 Nights." Yet
we start (if you start with the Tournament) in a Medieval European setting (complete with Druids and everything that does not
scream 1001 Nights). I thought "Well, maybe you play a European type character that travels to a Middle Eastern type land,
OK" but then when we get to the desert island it doesn't get much better. Arab type characters are presented as very
stereotypical the whole game so far feels very orientalist.

The next issue I have with the characters is that the story seems heavily written for men (or maybe gay women?) because so
many of the story elements have flirtatious conversation or observations from beautiful NPCs. They are described as a man
would look at them not in a gender neutral way. Some of the dialogue even specifically addresses the player as a male. If a game
offers the choice to play as male or female I just think it needs to stay neutral when it comes to gender pronouns and how story
is told. It's fine if the only option that is available is to play as a male but it's annoying and a little frustrating when you have the
option to play as a woman.

So my next big issue with the game is the interface. It's a little confusing and a little difficult to use. You have to perform a lot
of selections just to get to the option you want. So for example to make camp I have to push "esc" then down to "skills" then to
"overland" then to "make camp" then select my character (there might have even been another click in there somewhere I can't
exactly remember). It's a lot of unnecessary clicks to select menus then sub menus and then actions then specifics then the
character. So this really frustrates me.

Story-wise I've not found much to draw me in. It's fairly ... meh. I'm not feeling a lot of the Arabian elements or 1001 nights
stories that I was really looking forward to. The story elements feel like random encounters rather than a cohesive story. That's
especially disappointing since I was expecting more of a story like what you would get from Quest for Glory which the game
was supposedly inspired by. The fight mechanics could use some work, they are not the greatest. I still don't understand how
exactly to really choose the "counter attack" or "second wind" options that appear. They either disappear before I can select one
and I get nothing or I somehow manage to select one but can't seem to consistently figure out how to select one. If there were
shortcut keys for the abilities and items I didn't figure them out.

Next up in the problem areas is the leveling\/skills portion. I love leveling characters and building skills but a major problem
with this game is that when you want to increase your skill (using your hero points) you can't see what level your skills are
already. So I can increase strength but I can't see a number that lets me know how much I've increased it. I can't tell where those
points have been spent. It seems like something that you should be able to see how many points you've invested in each skill or
what level that skill is at but you can't You can only see how many unspent points you have and the option to increase the skill.

The game is disappointing in length as well. I believe I've gone through almost all of the available content and it's just not very
much. I can't seem to progress any further due to what I think are bugs in the game. When I enter the ship wreck (near where
you start) all I get is a beach scene. There's no way to exit the scene, no dialogue happens, I can't do anything with the tools I'm
supposed to give to the Sailor ghost so I can't progress whatever that story line might open. There's also a place that needs an
item to unlock it but I can't seem to get it. I'm pretty sure it's something from the silver snake encounter that I experienced in a
different playthrough but that encounter isn't available at all. I'm able to go to the other islands and have explored the entire
available space in day and night and no matter what I can't find any new encounters so I don't think I can do anything else except
leave to a mountain pass exit that tells me to buy the next part of the game\/expansion.

So while I appreciate some elements of the game I don't feel like I can recommend this game but I wish I could give it a more
neutral rating.. Amazing game, very easy to see the love, care, and dedication put into the game.. They definitely learned from
the first one on many things. For starters the campaign, once you complete a mission you can go back to it any time to get a
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higher score or the secondary or hidden objective. The speed up button, unlike the first game it actually speeds things up, and
makes that 40 waves go by so much quicker. The addition of other weapons were sorely needed, I found the bombs most useful,
but the flamethrower is great as well. The dig in featue is great, but not for every situation.

Unlike last time, because of being able to play any mission completed in the campaign there is no quick play. Instead you get 2
Bonus missions which are cool but not a big deal.

I rated the first one 5\/10. This is definitly the better overall game. It feels like they tried to boil down what they wanted tower
defence to be and refine it from the first one.

7\/10 only because I feel there isn't much long term replay grab it if it goes on sale
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